
Trust in Security



MIRIS is a leading provider of security and risk management

services. We offer global solutions in response to the range of

threats to maritime and corporate clients operating in high risk

areas, providing bespoke personal security services for

individuals and their families, homes, yachts and private jets.

Founded in 2011, MIRIS has an industry wide reputation for

exemplary service delivery. We build strong professional relations

with our clients based on a sound understanding of their needs,

attention to detail and clear and responsive communications. 

Our services are delivered by professional trusted consultants

who are supported by a dedicated operations management team.
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MIRIS offers a comprehensive range of maritime security

risk management services to meet the global

requirements of ship and yacht owners, managers and

charterers. With proven experience of operations in the

Indian Ocean, South East Asia and off the coast of West

Africa, MIRIS is well placed to provide risk management

consultancy, operational security teams, passage

planning and bespoke crew training programmes to meet

your specific requirements when operating in high risk

areas. Working closely with strategic partners in

compliance with local laws and regulations, our operating

models combine local expertise with our own proven

experience of providing complex security services to

achieve maximum protection and security. MIRIS also

offers and has experience in planning security during

vessel construction.

MIRIS provide a range of executive protection services to

ensure the security of your personnel, especially when

travelling to unfamiliar countries, working on projects in

hostile environments and attending events in challenging

circumstances. We work closely with your organisation to

scope and consider the most appropriate combination of

security personnel, specialist equipment, infrastructure

and operating procedures to meet threats and concerns

to your employees, your business and your key assets.

Our dedicated teams provide a discrete, low profile,

vigilant service that ensures your personnel have the

confidence to undertake their roles with as few restrictions

as possible.
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MIR IS  INTERNAT IONAL TRUST  IN  SECUR ITY

Experience shows that professional criminals are not

deterred by sophisticated alarm systems and that the

most effective security measure is the presence of on-site

security personnel. MIRIS provides discreet residential

security teams to deter and respond when required to

wide ranging threats to private residences. Our

consultants are selected for their outstanding levels of

professionalism and personal skills, creating an

environment in which your family will feel comfortable and

at ease, as well as safe and secure. All tasks are based on

an in-depth evaluation of existing security measures,

potential threats and vulnerabilities, in order to provide you

with a comprehensive security plan which is bespoke to

your personal and family requirements. 

MIRIS’s experienced personal and family protection

officers provide you with exclusive security services which

allow you to enjoy your activities and time together.

Discretion, integrity, honesty and above all, trust are

paramount. Working closely with you and your family, our

male and female officers seamlessly integrate into your

routines, understanding your need for flexibility, allowing

us to respond to changes of plans, new requirements and

any particular concerns whilst providing you with the

confidence that you are being supported by

knowledgeable and reliable team members.  

MIRIS’s consultants deliver fully integrated event and site security solutions. Based on

comprehensive risk assessments, our specialist personnel have wide experience of

supporting private, corporate and public events, including business conferences, product

launches, sporting events, private parties and celebrations. Our consultants provide a

balanced overt and discrete security presence, backed by responsive support, command

and control teams, as a part of a layered risk management approach. 
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MIRIS surveillance consultants will discuss your 

requirements and objectives, scope the potential for effective surveillance

and counter-surveillance, and will draft a bespoke surveillance plan to identify

threats to your business and employees. Our specialists make full use of modern covert

surveillance techniques and equipment. MIRIS provides clients with timely briefings and

reports, accompanied by relevant video surveillance footage, photographs and supporting

documents. MIRIS’s counter-surveillance capability extends to conducting surveillance

operations to identify potential threats to organisations and individuals.

The nature of cyber-attacks has evolved to present a

significant threat to businesses and personal security

worldwide. Systems are increasingly targeted by hacking

and the introduction of malware, disrupting your day to

day business and presenting risks to the confidentiality 

of your information. MIRIS can assist you in deterring

cyber attacks by reviewing your current risk and

immediate exposure, assessing potential sources of

threats and vulnerabilities, and providing risk mitigation

strategies. Your interests will be safe guarded through 

the implementation of workable technology systems and

business practices capable of detecting potential 

cyber-attacks at the earliest opportunity.



Contact Us
Please do not hesitate to contact our Managing Director,
Michael Williams, to arrange a confidential appointment to
discuss your requirements.

Michael Williams
Managing Director
T: +44 (0)151 329 2353
M: +44 (0)7525 033 003
E: mike.williams@miris-int.com

Alternatively, please send your enquiries to 
info@miris-int.com
or call +44 (0)151 329 2353

MIRIS International
Liverpool Business Centre, 23 Goodlass Road, 
Liverpool, L24 9HJ, United Kingdom

www.miris-int.com


